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This certificate guarantees: 
That DECOR-RENT.com will provide 
preferred vendors pricing on all its rental 
and decor products to the presenter of 
this certificate***
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Prices are based for PICK UP and RETURN only or as 
specified.  (Delivery/pick up charges extra.)

VERY SIMPLE PRICES:

All chair covers  $ 1.35 DIY 
Any chair cover installed $ 2.45 (minimum of 150)

Chair cover with sash combo (linen, mesh, organza, lame) $ 2.00
Any chair cover with sash installed combo $ 2.85 
(minimum of 150)

Organza sash only $ 0.65 DIY

Linen or Mesh Sash Only $ 0.65 DIY

All Linens  Satin, Brocade, Crashed, Magic - $ 7.00 (120” Round, 
90x144, 90x156,)

All Overlays - $ 5.00 (organza, brocade, lame)

Napkins $ 0.50

Wedding backdrop DIY $ 19.00 linear foot.

Wedding backdrop Full Service $ 25.00 - $ 30.00 per linear foot.

Table décor  - average cost for 8 feet long $ 19.50 DIY

Full service 8 feet long table $ 64.00

$ 3.00 all inclusive DIY rental package 100 people minimum  
includes any chair cover, any sash, any linen, any napkin. (Table 
count is based on 8 people per table, plus 2 service tables).

$ 6.50 all inclusive Full Service package  150 to 250 people  
includes any chair cover, any linen, any napkin, any backdrop up 
to 16 feet wide, up to 16 feet wide head table, cake table, delivery, 
set up, take down. (Table count is based on 8 people per table, 
plus 2 service tables, any extra linens, backdrop or head table 
footage will be charged as per preferred vendors price list). 

Minimum full service combined order is just $ 450.00 before tax.
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